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The Secretary 

And in a flash, 2018 has 
all but gone, and we are 
looking towards a new 
year again. For me        
personally 2018 has been 
a very rewarding year as I 

approach the one year mark of running my own 
company, and hopefully 2019 will lead to bigger 
and better things! However the year was a         
particularly torrid one for the Strawberry            
Industry in what was nothing less than what could 
be described as a terrorist attack on that            
particular group of Growers. Unfortunately it did 
highlight just how vulnerable the fresh produce 
industry can be to this type of unwarranted 
attack. However, it has been good to see the   
Government step in with support for the growers 
and at the time of printing, one person has       
actually been charged. This Summer is shaping up 
to be something of a more serious event for rural 
areas and despite the recent welcome rains, we 
are    certainly looking down the barrel of a long 
and hot summer. Whilst I appreciate that I am          
probably preaching to the converted, please 
make time to ensure your property is cleaned  up 

and ready to face any potential fire threat. As many 
of you know I’ve had a long involvement with CFA, 
and this is my 28th year of firefighting, so this year  
I’d rather not meet any HFF members on the wrong 
end of a fire event! Next year is the turn of the PCA 
to host their conference, and it will be held on the 
Gold Coast between the 7th and 10th of July. 
Whilst a trip to warmer climates in Winter doesn’t 
present much of a debate from staying in            
Melbourne, this should be a great event to attend 
in terms of both gaining technical knowledge and 
seeing the latest developments in equipment. So I’d 
encourage you to get the dates in your diary and 
join many of us from HFF who will be attending the 
event. For 2019 we are taking a more commercial 
approach to the Newsletter, and we will be          
producing four editions across the year. There is 
now a discounted rate for trade adverts for all four 
editions, so please feel free to contact me for more 
details on this promotional offer. We are always on 
the lookout for stories for the newsletter, so if you 
have news you want promoted feel free to send it 
to me at tony@genesis-hort.com. I’m off to the UK 
to visit my old Dad in his nursing home for Xmas, so 
best wishes for Xmas and 2019 to you all! Tony 

HFF Executive Details and Contacts    
President:   
John Elford                     johnelford@bigpond.com  0417 035 956 
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Tony Spurling   info@gatewayestate.com.au       (03) 9739 0568 
 
Secretary & Newsletter:  
Tony Bundock  tony@genesis-hort.com.au  0409 007 610  
 
Treasurer: 
David Pearson   peo@live.com.au    0419 966 477    
 
Membership: 
Ian Mortlock    ian@morthydro.com        (03) 5461 1111 
 
Committee Members: 
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The President 

As I look back on the year for the HFF it has certainly been an 
eventful one. It was a conference year where twelve months of work 
literally comes together for a three day event , and I am sure you will 
all agree that it was one of the best conferences we have ever had. 
And as we are at the end of 2018, I really need to thank a lot of     
people that have contributed to making the HFF and the associated 
events that we run, such a success. Once again we utilised the          
services of ASN Events to both plan and run the conference. To       
Simon, Phil, Ruby, Shona and all of the rest of the team, a huge 

thank you and congratulations on a job well done. I have had a lot of good feedback about the event and 
their ongoing work—well done! And the conference and grower days were well supported by the trade, 
and it would be remiss of me not to acknowledge our joint sponsors for this years conference in           
Powerplants and Garden City Plastics.  A big thank you to both organisations. But while you all enjoy the 
events we put on, there is a tireless band of workers who are the committee. To Tony Spurling, my thanks 
for your wisdom and guidance as my Vice - President, you are always there with sound advice and      
support. David Pearson does a fantastic job with all our finances and we would certainly be lost without 
him—thank you David. The Secretary, Tony Bundock, who has been very busy with starting his own      
business and compiling newsletters and organising grower days, great work Tony - it’s true what they say 
- if you want something done ask a busy man! Ian Mortlock is our quiet achiever, and he has continued 
to steadily grow our membership, whilst also running his large business—well done Ian! Michael Tran 
continues to provide a great line of support and communication to our growers, and especially to the   
Vietnamese community - thank you Michael. And finally to our new committee member, James Dixon, 
who has been feeling his way this year, and will be more heavily involved in things in 2019 - well done 
James and prepare for 2019! And finally I need to thank you all, the members, who all put in so much to 
the industry and support the events that we organise - The HFF would not function without your ongoing 
support. So if anyone is keen to have some more input into the running of the HFF, we are always open 
to having new blood on the committee, so feel free to have a chat with any of the committee members 
to find out what’s involved. I recently had the great pleasure of recognising and awarding an honour to 
one of the hydroponic industries great leaders. Mark Millis was one of the true pioneers of hydroponic 
growing , and his early work opened up markets for so many of us, and also saw Mark’s own business - 
Flavorite - flourish into the huge company that it is today. The HFF had decided to recognise Mark’s      
commitment to the industry by awarding him with a special recognition award. As many of you are 
aware, Mark’s health has not been that great of late and this award was scheduled to be presented at 
the conference which sadly Mark was unable to attend. So Tony B, Arie from Rijk Zwaan and myself 
attended the Flavorite Christmas Party at Gumbuya Park to present Mark with the award. This was a truly 
humbling experience to not only recognise the great work that Mark had carried out, but to also be part 
of such a huge and family based event. Over 300 Flavorite staff members were on hand to witness Mark 
being presented with his award, and it was great to see Mark get on his feet and make a speech. A really 
inspiring day.  So 2019 is on the horizon, and events such as the PCA conference is now coming into     
focus. The Hort Innovations event is also scheduled for Melbourne next year, and for those that want to 
travel to Europe, Greentech in Holland is becoming an annual event - so get those diaries out and start 
marking up the dates! The HFF will also be arranging grower days so stay tuned for more details, and the 
committee are already working on venues for the 2020 HFF Conference—I tell you the wheels never stop 
turning! ! So on behalf of the HFF, can I wish you and your family a safe and happy Christmas (I hope you 
have been well behaved so that Santa will visit) - and a prosperous New Year, and I look forward to      
seeing you all in 2019!   John 
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Oxygen is essential to plant health as root systems require oxygen for    
aerobic respiration. With oxygen supplied for root uptake provided as    
dissolved oxygen (DO) in nutrient solutions used to irrigate the plants, low 
levels of DO in the root system will reduce plant growth. Hydroponic              
growers who recognise low DO problems generally place less priority on 
mitigating actions or employ some form of aeration technology such as 
reservoir paddles, fountains, diffusers or other means. These devices      
typically disperse atmospheric or pumped ambient air into the nutrient       
solution to increase DO levels to acceptable levels. Unfortunately, the DO 
levels in holding or nutrient tanks are far higher than what is actually     
delivered to the root systems of plants. The reason for this is due to                   
conventional technologies producing bubbles that are the diameter of       
1 or more microns. Due to their size and subsequent buoyancy, they     
quickly rise to the surface of the solution and escape into the atmosphere. 
As a consequence, what is ultimately delivered  to the roots of the plants 
has significantly less DO.  An often hidden cost of these technologies is 
wasted electrical energy due to very low oxygen transfer efficiency. A further detriment of low DO levels 
is the creation of an ideal environment for pathogens to take root in irrigation systems. Custom Fluids             
Ultra-Fine Bubble systems mitigate all of these concerns. This is due to the most significant characteristic 
of a UFB (encapsulating oxygen) being that they shrink in water and ultimately collapses because it      
resides in water for a long time. Custom Fluids technology maximises the DO delivered to the plant roots 
by generating oxygen bubbles of less than 200nm (.2 microns), mixing over 100 million of them into      
every millilitre of nutrient solution before transmission to the plants. In addition, the surface of the 
UFB’s are negatively charged, attracting nutrient salts and enhancing nutrient uptake. UFB’s also          
increase the mobility of water molecules, potentially improving plant transpiration. One of the prime 
beneficiaries of Custom Fluids technology has been proven to significantly increase plant growth,         
improve size uniformity, reduce stress and prevent root disease even under difficult conditions. The     
Custom Fluids solution is a cost-effective and simple-to-install solution to deliver a supplementary 
source of oxygen-enriched UFB’s that remain in suspension longer than conventional bubbles, efficiently 
oxygenating the entire body of water and providing a reserve of oxygen encapsulated within the         
bubbles. For a short     period of time and on a first come first served basis Custom Fluids are offering 
free trial systems of their  technology. For more information visit or contact: W: customfluids.com.au     
E: info@customfluids.com.au 

Membership Report 

With this year being our Conference year, membership got a bit of a boost as 
those delegates who weren’t previously members took advantage of the deals to 
be had with conference registration. But that’s a good thing in that we get more 
people on board who will hopefully see the benefits of longer term membership. 
Our membership base now stands at a fairly health 166, and we have seen the 
numbers steadily increase across the past year. But more is better!, so we’ll be 
working away to try and build on these numbers across the next twelve months. 
The best way for people to realise the benefit of being part of the HFF is for them 
to participate, so have a think who you might be able to bring along to any of the 
grower days in 2019. Have a great Xmas and New Year!  Regards Ian Mortlock 

From left to right -        
Root growth with 29ppm, 

7.5ppm and 2ppm DO 
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One man can lay claim to having pioneered glasshouse 
tomatoes in Australia, and members of the hydroponic 
industry have shown their enduring respect to Mark       
Millis by acknowledging him with a recognition award in 
front of more than 300 colleagues recently. On behalf of 
the Hydroponic Farmers Federation, Arie Baelde, founder 
of Rijk Zwaan Australia and friend of Mark’s for more 
than 24 years, presented the award at Flavorite’s        
Christmas Party – much to the surprise of Mark himself. 
“Mark, your passion for hydro tomatoes was such that 
you took to the airwaves to spread the truss tomato story 
far and wide,” Arie told the crowd. “Your key contribution 
to the industry is that you pushed it past the life style and 
niche supply stage by investing your own money into the 
fledging industry, this made hydroponic tomatoes a 
standard item on supermarket shelves.” In relation to the 
award, Mark says, “It a very proud moment to get acknowledgement in front of many in the industry.” 
Mark’s journey with truss tomatoes began at age 40 when he began a quest to live a less stressful but 
fulfilling life, giving up his job at the wholesale fruit markets in Victoria where he’d mainly sold bananas, 
and on occasion, tomatoes. Tired of some tomato offerings that were “like cricket balls”, he purchased a 
small farm in Tynong, an hour east of his home in Beaumaris, and tried his hand with open field            
tomatoes. Mark battled inclement weather for five years before building a small greenhouse with the 
help of his wife, Gabrielle, and five sons. In 1993, Mark wanted to increase production and approached 
long-time friend and fresh produce marketer, the late Warren Nicol, to go into partnership. Warren had a 
farm at Warragul and with their own money bravely backing the venture the duo built more              
greenhouses. By 1994, they were picking 120 tonnes of fruit a year on 3,000 square metres, working with 
30 smaller growers who utilised their packing shed, and supplying single truss tomatoes to Coles and 
Safeway. In 1999, Mark and Warren began packing smaller fruit on a truss, a move that revolutionised 
their business. “I was very surprised when we started growing trusses because the demand was so 
strong,” Mark says. “I wouldn't say I was a perfectionist but I like things to be really good, and we did 
have a fantastic product.” Today, Flavorite is Australia’s largest, family owned glasshouse fresh produce 
business with 190,000 square metres in production at Warragul, yielding more than 13,000 tonnes of  
tomatoes a year. Flavorite has also diversified into capsicums, Lebanese cucumbers and eggplant.  Mark’s 
sons, Chris, Will and Ed, who spent their weekends pruning and picking tomatoes in the plastic tunnels at 
Tynong, now head up the Flavorite operation, along with Warren’s son, Mike. Much of the HFF’s            
appreciation extends to Mark being a vocal supporter of the industry and a mentor to others. Mark was 
one of the original growers to help develop the HFF into a self help group. With an articulate nature and 
no-nonsense approach, Mark thrived in the spotlight. “I had the network through market committees 
and other ventures, and I had knowledge to share, so I started to make a lot more speeches and became 
an advocator for our industry,” Mark says. Believing in sharing best practice, Mark was never one to keep 
cards close to his chest. When he learnt new practices in Europe, such as picking leaves off the tops of 
tomato plants to encourage a microclimate and reduce overwatering, he shared this with other growers. 
He invited fellow growers to his farm and coordinated farm tours and meetings in New South Wales and 
Queensland. His reasoning for offering advice to others is simple: “It's important because you want      
everyone to be performing at a high level.” An extended story about Mark Millis and the beginnings of 
Flavorite, “An Australian glasshouse pioneer” can be found at the Rijk Zwaan website: 
www.rijkzwaan.com.au/news 

HFF Award for Mark Millis 

Mark Millis and family, with HFF members    
Arie Baelde, John  Elford and Tony Bundock 
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The recent HFF grower day was something of a hybrid which 
saw the joint efforts of several parties to work collaboratively 
to organise a     single event. Traditionally the HFF has always 
run a grower day in     November, but prior to this, Chisholm 
Institute approached the HFF to see if it would be possible for 
the two parties to work together towards promoting a Grower 
Innovation Day. As discussion followed between HFF and 
Chisholm, it was decided to involve the PCA to appeal to a    
national audience, and then De Ruiter seeds came on board 
with the   added concept of running a revised version of their 
highly successful Tomato Experience Day. Finally, Philips (now 
Signify) came on board to showcase their LED lighting trial on a 
growing Tomato crop, and we had all the pieces in place for a 
potentially great day.  So after a huge amount of behind the 
scenes work, we were set to go on the morning of Tuesday the 
13th of November. Over 75 delegates had registered for the 
event and this included local Victorian growers and allied trade, 
as well as representatives from New South Wales, Queensland, 
South Australia and Western Australia. On arrival the delegates 
were treated to barista made coffee - a far cry from our usual 
hot water urn and plastic cup routine! At around 9:30am the 
event started and James Davies - Senior Educator  at Chisholm 
Institute’s Horticultural Department  greeted everyone as our 
M.C. for the morning. HFF President John Elford welcomed   
everyone to the event, and unfortunately the PCA Chairperson 
- Nicky Mann—was unable to attend, so PCA board member 
Tony Bundock represented the PCA and also welcomed all      
delegates. With the formalities out of the way it was time for 
business and Ben Hoodless—General Manager of Vegetable 
Seeds for Bayer Australia got proceedings underway with an 
informative presentation on variety trends and the overall     
market. This was followed by a short introduction from Aart 
Slobbe of Signify to the keynote speaker, Roelf Schroeder of 
New Zealand based Gourmet Mokai. Roelf delivered a            
fascinating presentation on his recent experiences with using 
LED lighting on his Tomato crop. One of the most appealing 
factors of the presentation was that Roelf gave a ‘ warts and 
all’ version of his experiences and was certainly not afraid to 
highlight his failures as well as his successes with this particular 
technology. His approach to growing and life was summed up 
in his closing remarks when he sated ‘ I’ve been in Horticulture 
for many years, and I’m still learning!’. A message that we can 
all relate to. The next speaker was Patrick Duffy - CEO of E Agri 
- who gave a presentation on the developments in Vertical 
Framing as a concept. Patrick then went on to outline as to 
how E Agri are now working towards developing a Research 
and Development facility for vertical farming at Chisholm      

Roelf Schroeder—Gourmet Mokai 

Chisholm Institute’s James Davies 

Patrick Duffy—EAgri 
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Institute’s Cranbourne Campus, and how this project is being supported by Agriculture Victoria with 
funding of $500,000. The facility will also be utilised as part of Chisholm’s program for   developing a 
learning hub for the controlled environment horticulture industry, and this is also being  undertaken in 
partnership with Western Sydney University. Patrick also outlined how Eagri, Chisholm and Western     
Sydney University are seeking funding for a collaborative research centre—some great big picture          
initiatives for the industry.  Marcus van Heijst of Priva was the last of the industry based speakers who 

gave a presentation entitled ‘What are you licensed to grow?’ 
This was an edited version of the presentation that Mieny Prins 
gave at the HFF conference but through Marcus’s delivery it still 
held the same thought provoking message of how we will feed 
an increasing population in an increasing urban environment. 
Our final speaker for the day was Paul Konig - development 
manager at Chisholm Institute. Paul is very keen to see more 
industry involvement and participation at Chisholm, but          
recognises the fact that Chisholm have to respond to industry 
demands and requests. As part of his presentation Paul utilised 
some great presentation software called Mentimeter. This        
software could be accessed by everyone in the room on their 
mobile phones, and as individuals entered their responses, 
these were collectively collated on the projector screen for     
everyone to see. Paul used this technology to gain responses to 
a number of questions, and he will be reporting back on how 
Chisholm plans to go forward in helping the industry with     
training. Lunch and networking are two things that go hand in 
hand at HFF events and thanks to the kind generosity of Bayer / 
De Ruiter Australia, delegates were treated to either gourmet 
pizza or burgers from two mobile food trucks. Needless to say 
this was well received by all delegates! The afternoon sessions 
were divided between three  separate workshops which        
focussed on 1. The De Ruiter Tomato variety trials in the main 
greenhouse, 2. Technical aspects of LED use with Aart Slobbe 
and Andrew Olley of Signify, and 3. Further explanation of the 
proposed vertical farming site and an overview of Chisholm’s 
water centre with E Agri’s Patrick Duffy. All of these sessions 
were run as a ‘round robin’ format so that all of the delegates 
had the opportunity to attend each event. The day drew to a 
close at around 3pm, and it was certainly a great event. As     
always with HFF events, the potential and opportunity for     
networking was fantastic and the feedback we have had so far 
is that everyone thought it to be a very valuable event to 
attend. However these events don’t just happen by sheer luck, 
and our thanks go to all of those who worked tirelessly behind 
the scenes both before and during the day to make the event 

happen. Special thanks to De Ruiter for all the catering, and to 
Chisholm, for hosting the event, and to Philips (Signify) for       
arranging to fly Roelf over as a presenter. Hopefully we can look 
at making this style of meeting an annual event on the calendar! 

HFF/PCA Grower Day Report 

Priva’s Marcus van Heijst 
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FarMate App 

Two second generation farmers have become industry disrupters,        
developing a world first mobile app that has revolutionized the farming 
industry, making the market more transparent for farmers, merchants, 
agents and the hospitality industry. Known as Farmate, the                 
game-changing app was developed by Penfield growers Daniel Hoffmann 
and Thang ‘Aussie Kev’ Le to help small farmers and merchants negotiate 
a fair price for produce. “We wanted to help the little guys, the mum and 
dad farmers like mine and Kev’s who find it difficult to negotiate prices. 
It’s an app for farmers made by farmers, so we wanted to put a little bit 
of power back in their hands,” said Daniel Hoffmann. With the farming 
industry facing increasing challenges, rising costs in goods and services 

and continual uncertainty in the market, the app helps give growers the right tools to succeed. For the 
first time, the app allows farmers to see the amount merchants are selling their produce for and gives 
them the opportunity to negotiate a fair price. “We’re finding that once the merchants get used to it, it 
actually gives them more options, as they no longer have to take phone call after phone call from      
farmers asking about prices. They can tell the farmer to look at the app and see exactly what it’s being 
sold for… It actually puts more power into everyone’s hands, not just the growers but the merchants, 
the agents, everybody,” said Thang Le. As well as saving farmers money, the app is predicted to generate 
a flow on effect for the hospitality industry and consumers at the supermarket and when dinning out. 
“It’s absolutely not just for growers… It will flow on for consumers, if buyers, supermarkets, veg stores 
and hospitality sectors know the wholesale market price as they can buy produce at a cheaper rate and 
pass those savings onto consumers,” said Daniel Hoffmann. The innovative app, which has earned itself 
the title of the ‘yellow pages’ for farming, also delivers weather alerts, the latest critical news in the     
industry, advertised specials by partners, as well as events and promotions within the user’s region. “The 
first time you open the app it’ll run you through the initial set up 
so where your farm is located, what you’re interested in, where 
you want your weather notifications, what language you speak, 
and once it’s all set up its customized to you,” said Daniel       
Hoffman. The young farmers from South Australia came up with 
the idea for the app after a torrential storm tore through their 
vegetable crops without warning. The duo realised if they’d had     
access to weather warning advice on their phones, it would’ve 
saved them a lot of time and money. “Farmate was created    
because we realised there was nothing out there for us, we 
wanted those functions, we wanted to know about the weather, 
we wanted to know about the news, we wanted to know about 
the prices,” said Thang Le. The app is available for both iPhone 
and Android phones and further details can be found at the     
FarMate website located at:-  https://www.farmate.com.au/  
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AIS Greenworks is excited to announce two new staff appointments to our business. Bryony Hackett has been 
appointed National General Manager – Greenworks.  Bryony commenced her new role 
in mid-October and will be based out of our Brisbane office. Bryony comes to us with a 
wealth of experience in business and people management from her time with the   
Costa Group at Tomato Exchange in Northern NSW. She is well recognised within the 
Protected Cropping industry as an experienced and resilient agribusiness leader. With 
Bryony’s leadership skills, we look forward to her directing and taking Greenworks well 
into the future. David Franklin has been appointed to the position of Territory        
Manager –  Southern Region. David will be based in Melbourne and will service the 
Protected Cropping markets of Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania.  David comes 
to Greenworks from ICL where he held the position of Regional Sales Manager for 
more than ten years. ICL are specialist fertiliser and chemical 

manufacturers and suppliers. He has extensive experience in the nursery and turf   
sectors and is a trained nurseryman. David’s clients have included corporate, reseller 
and owner operators in the horticultural, ornamental and broader agriculture sectors 
across southern Australia. AIS Greenworks is experiencing a period of robust growth 
in line with the broader industry and now have staff servicing all  areas from bases in 
Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Melbourne and Griffith. Greenworks’ specialisation in 
greenhouse fit-out and service has seen their involvement with some great             
cornerstone projects across the country whilst increasing their consumables range 
aiming to move towards a one-stop solution for growers in the Protected    Cropping 
sector. For further information, please call AIS Greenworks on 1300 763141, or see 
the website www.aisgreenworks.com.au  
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PCA Conference 2019 
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There was an extra reason for consumers to get behind          
Flavorite tomatoes in November, with a percentage of all 
Cherry Burst and Cherry Vine products going to "Maddy's 
Month". As one of the nation's leading glass-house tomato 
producers, Flavorite donated 10 cents from each specially 
marked pack of tomatoes sold at Coles to Maddie Riewoldt’s 
Vision. For the third consecutive year, the company strived to 
raise around $100,000 for the cause to support research into 
bone marrow failure syndromes. “The ongoing support from 
Flavorite and Coles provides us with a commitment to help 
fund important    research and ensure others don’t face what 
Maddie went through,” CEO of Maddie’s Vision, Nicky Long 
said. "Maddie’s Vision has a single focus – to fund the urgent needs in medical research that will discover 
improved treatments and a cure for Bone Marrow Failure Syndromes (BMFS)." The month was launched 
with a cookoff between prominent chefs Johnny di Francesco from Gradi Group and Nick Mahlook from 
Atlantic Group, which was judged by Bone Marrow Failure patient Blake Dridan. "The Cook Off  was the 
perfect way to raise awareness for Maddie’s Month and involved some of Australia’s best foodies," Ms 
Long said. "We were delighted that the decision about the best tomato recipe was made by Blake who 
knows first-hand how terrible Bone Marrow Failure is.” Maddie Riewoldt’s Vision was founded by the       
Riewoldt family in June 2015 following her tragic death from bone marrow failure. She was the sister of    
former Aussie Rules football player Nick, and the cousin of current Richmond star Jack. The foundation's 
research project, led by Dr Yih-Chih Chan and Professor Mark Dawson, continues Maddie's commitment to 
a greater understanding of, and cure for, Bone Marrow Failure Syndromes. Flavorite co-founder Mark Millis 
battled a blood cancer and knows from personal experience how critical medical research is to finding 
better patient outcomes. “Bringing these popular chefs together to create a Flavorite recipe took our       
partnership with Maddie’s Vision to a new level," Flavorite Farm Manager and Marks’ son Chris said. 
"Together, we can continue to widen the awareness of what Maddie’s  Vision has set out to do and         
continue to aim to find a cure for Bone Marrow Failures. ”The donation from Flavorite will assist research 
into genome editing of haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells aimed at uncovering novel therapeutics 
for Aplastic Anaemia and other BMFS. Original story courtesy of  matthew@freshplaza.com & Hortidaily 

Arrest made over Strawberry Sabotage 

Queensland police have arrested and charged someone with the original act of product sabotage             
regarding the needles in strawberries incident. Whilst Queensland Police must be congratulated for their 
efforts, and hopefully this person will be brought to account to the full extent of the law - It is                    
disconcerting that the charges relate to just six or seven punnets of strawberries, proving that the majority 
of the 200+ incidents were copycats or false reports. Controlling bad public behaviour, including product 
tampering, is a challenge beyond the control of growers. There was never an issue with the quality,         
integrity and freshness of Queensland’s locally grown strawberries. It is therefore a shame the crisis was 
driven largely by social media which had a crippling impact on Queensland strawberry growers and to 
some extent other Australian fruit growers and exporters. Controlling inappropriate consumer behaviour, 
including product tampering, is a challenge. However, the Australian fresh food industry, in collaboration 
with the Australian Government, is committed to ensuring that produce arrives for sale in the same        
condition that it left the farm. All state governments and industries are currently undertaking an intensive 
review of the events and behaviours that caused and exacerbated the food tampering incidents. 

mailto:matthew@freshplaza.com
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The term ‘Vertical Farming’ is one that is being 
heard more and more, as alternate methods of 
crop production are being investigated by        
commercial growers. The concept of vertical 
farming isn’t new, but developments in               
technology are now making this style of growing 
a more realistic proposition. Basically, vertical 
farming is growing in an enclosed structure with 
no natural light, where growing platforms are 
stacked on top of each other. Light for growing is 
supplied by the use of LED lights, and either NFT 

or Aeroponics are generally the chosen methods of irrigation. The climate is controlled by air exchange 
units as  opposed to traditional ventilation methods. These types of units are not cheap and also have a 
fairly high power demand for operating, but what vertical farming does offer is intensification of         
production. The actual foot print of the vertical farm can be relatively small as the basic growing area 
can be replicated many times in a vertical plane. This can see growing structures having up to 25 growing 
layers in a single structure. This high density method of growing also means potentially high outputs 
from a small footprint. One of the main attractions of vertical farming is that the unit can be placed     
anywhere – and ideally close to a market. Emirates Airlines 
have recently invested in a $40 million partnership with 
Crop One, a California-based firm to build the world’s      
largest vertical farming facility to service passengers of 
Emirates and other airlines at Dubai’s Al Maktoum Interna-
tional Airport. The farm will be built near the airport,      
eliminating trucking costs and emissions. The airline said 
that when the 130,000 square foot facility is at full       
productivity, the project will produce 2,700kg of            
herbicide-free and pesticide-free leafy greens every day. 
One of the driving factors behind the vertical farming      
revolution is that the world has a growing global population – which could reach 9.1 billion by 2050. To 
service the demand for food – world food production will need to rise by 70%, so alternate methods of 
food production will need to be explored and developed. In addition to this, a growing number of people 
will be living in cities, and will likely want to source their food locally, leading to the thought that vertical 
farms may well offer a viable solution. This theory and the associated system development is now being 
explored by Australian company E Agri, who are developing their own production systems. E Agri are 
quite unique in that they have forged a partnership with Chisholm Institute of TAFE to build Melbourne’s 
first Vertical Farm on land at Chisholm’s Cranbourne campus. This will ultimately see the construction of 
a nine metre high building that will house three advanced growing modules. This project has also gained 
financial support frdm Agriculture Victoria. The facility will be initially be producing a range of leafy 
green crops in a fully automated system. Growing will be conducted in a mobile NFT gully system that 
will provide minimal labour costs, and ultimately the whole process from seeding to harvest will be      
automated. E Agri’s intent is to develop their Chisholm facility as an R & D centre. According to E Agri 
CEO, Patrick Duffy, ‘We see our future as being providers of vertical farm technology to customers, and 
the Chisholm facility will allow us to have proof of concept for oversees customers who wish to see if 
their chosen crops will grow in our system. We will also be able to offer remote technical advice to     
customers from our Cranbourne base’ said Patrick. Building of the Cranbourne facility is scheduled to 
start in early 2019. Contact Patrick Duffy at patrickd@eagrico.com for more details. 

https://www.populationinstitute.org/resources/populationonline/issue/1/8/
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Royal Brinkman Acquires Berg Hortimotive.       

Royal Brinkman has enriched its’ product range with logistic solutions, by taking over Berg Hortimotive. 
With Berg Hortimotive, Royal Brinkman has found a suitable candidate to strengthen its position within 
business regarding mechanization. Ton van Mil (CEO Royal Brinkman): "We foresee a growing demand of 
total logistical solutions due to the expansion &internationalization of horticulture, and the increasing 
scarcity of labour in general.”  

Footswitch 
Bergs most popular model “Benomic Star” now benefits from a fully stainless steel foot pedal with object 
sensing technology. The new ergonomic design uses a counter weight on the pedal to deliver minimal 
resistance to the user and allows for a fully flat foot position when operating the trolley.  

This means a more reliable operation and most importantly safer, happier workers. 
 
Contact Matthew on 0447-734654 for more information 
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